GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR LANDSCAPE WORK AT USF

THIS GENERAL REQUIREMENTS APPLY TO ALL LANDSCAPE MATERIAL AND IRRIGATION SYSTEM INSTALLATION WORK ON USF CAMPUS COMPLETED UNDER ALL MINOR PROJECTS CONTRACTS OR PURCHASE ORDERS. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL ACKNOWLEDGE, SIGN AND ATTACH A COPY OF THIS GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR LANDSCAPE WORK AT USF AS AN ATTACHMENT TO PROPOSAL OR BID.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

A IRRIGATION SYSTEM (CHECK ☐ ALL APPLICABLE LINES)

1. ☐ INSTALLER WARRANTY: THE ENTIRE IRRIGATION SYSTEM, INCLUDING ALL WORK DONE UNDER THIS IN CONTRACT/PURCHASE ORDER, SHALL BE WARRANTED AGAINST ALL DEFECTS AND FAULT OF MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP FOR A PERIOD OF ONE (1) YEAR FOLLOWING SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION OF THE WORK ISSUED BY THE OWNER.

2. ☐ MATERIAL WARRANTY: ALL MATERIALS USED SHALL CARRY A MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY OF ONE (1) YEAR.

3. ☐ WARRANTY SERVICE: SHOULD ANY PROBLEM WITH THE IRRIGATION SYSTEM BE DISCOVERED WITHIN THE WARRANTY PERIOD, IT SHALL BE CORRECTED BY CONTRACTOR AT NO COST TO THE OWNER WITHIN 14 CALENDAR DAYS OF RECEIPT OF NOTICE FROM THE OWNER.

4. ☐ OWNER TRAINING. AFTER THE IRRIGATION SYSTEM IS INSTALLED AND APPROVED, THE OWNER SHALL BE INSTRUCTED IN THE COMPLETE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM BY THE CONTRACTOR.


6. ☐ GUIDELINES: CONTRACTOR HAS READ AND UNDERSTOOD THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE IRRIGATION AND LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES FOR MINOR PROJECTS.

B LANDSCAPE MATERIAL (CHECK ☐ ALL APPLICABLE LINES)

1. ☐ All plants and planting material shall meet or exceed the specifications of federal, state and county laws requiring inspection for disease and insect control.

2. ☐ QUALITY AND SIZE: QUALITY AND SIZE SHALL CONFORM TO THE CURRENT EDITION OF ‘GRADES AND STANDARDS FOR NURSERY PLANTS’ FOR FLORIDA FANCY AND FLORIDA #1 GRADE BY FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND CONSUMER SERVICES AND ‘HORTICULTURAL STANDARDS’ FOR NUMBER ONE GRADE NURSERY STOCK AS ADOPTED BY THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF NURSERYMEN.

3. ☐ SELECTION: ALL TREE MATERIALS SHALL BE TAGGED BY THE OWNER AT THE TREE FARM/NURSERY PRIOR TO PURCHASE. THE OWNER RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY PLANT MATERIAL DELIVERED TO THE SITE THAT IS NOT IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS MENTIONED ABOVE.

4. ☐ HANDLING AND DELIVERY: CONTRACTOR SHALL PERFORM HANDLING AND DELIVERY CAREFULLY AS NOT TO DAMAGE THE BARK OR BRANCHES. DAMAGE TO THE BARK WILL RESULT IN REJECTION OF THE PLANT MATERIALS.

5. ☐ TEMPORARY STORAGE AND PROTECTION: PROTECT PLANTS AT ALL TIMES FROM SUN AND DRYING WINDS ALL THE TIME. PLANTS THAT CANNOT BE PLANTED IMMEDIATELY ON DELIVERY SHALL BE KEPT IN THE SHADE, WELL PROTECTED WITH NEEDED MATERIALS, AND SHALL BE KEPT WELL-WATERED.

6. ☐ MAINTENANCE: CONTRACTOR SHALL BEGIN MAINTENANCE OF INSTALLED LANDSCAPE MATERIALS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE COMPLETION OF PLANTING OPERATIONS. CONTRACTOR TO SUPPLY ALL LABOR AND EQUIPMENT FOR WATERING OPERATION UNTIL THE DATE OF SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION ACCORDING TO THE OWNER. IF NO PERMANENT IRRIGATION WAS INSTALLED PROVIDE WATERING FOR PLANTS FOR UP TO SIXTY (60) DAYS. IF PERMANENT IRRIGATION WAS INSTALLED OR AVAILABLE ON SITE, CONTRACTOR SHALL ADVISE THE OWNER WATERING SCHEDULES. CONTRACTOR SHALL MAINTAIN TREES, SHRUBS AND OTHER PLANTS UNTIL FINAL ACCEPTANCE, BUT IN NO CASE LESS THAN SIXTY (60) DAYS AFTER SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION.

7. ☐ WARRANTY: ALL TREES & SHRUBS SHALL BE PROVIDED WITH ONE (1) YEAR WARRANTY. ALL SOD SHALL BE PROVIDED WITH THIRTY (30) DAYS WARRANTY. AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE WARRANTY PERIOD, A FINAL INSPECTION OF THE WORK WILL BE MADE TO DETERMINE THE CONDITION OF THE PLANT MATERIAL. ALL PLANT MATERIAL NOT IN A HEALTHY OR 40% DEFOLIATED GROWING CONDITION WILL BE NOTED. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL REPLACE THE NOTED PLANT MATERIAL OF LIKE KIND AND SIZE AND IN A MANNER SPECIFIED BY THE ORIGINAL PLANTING AT NO COST TO THE OWNER WITHIN THIRTY (30) CALENDAR DAYS OF RECEIPT OF NOTICE FROM THE OWNER. CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR WARRANTY COVERAGE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO LANDSCAPE MATERIAL BEYOND THE CONTROL AND WITHOUT FAULT OR NEGLIGENCE OF THE CONTRACTOR.
C  **LANDSCAPE PLANTING REQUIREMENTS** *(CHECK ☑ ALL APPLICABLE LINES)*

1. ☑ **TREE PLANTING**
   
   **Prune Tree only to remove dead or broken twigs; do not prune to modify size or shape.**
   
   **Cut & remove all twine and wire from root ball & tree; peel & remove burlap from top of root ball.**
   
   **Dig & turn soil to loosen soil in excavated area 3x widest dimension of root ball; above bottom elevation of root ball.**
   
   **Plant tree so that root flare is visible; do not place soil or mulch on top of root ball.**
   
   **Top of root ball shall be 2" - 3" above finished grade; bottom of root ball shall rest on existing or re-compacted soil.**
   
   **Position tree in a plumb, vertical position. Lightly tamp soil around root ball; thoroughly soak soil with water to settle soil around root ball and remove air pockets.**
   
   **Install bubbler with tubing stake, two bubbler heads for tree larger 4" caliper. Do not place heads next to trunk.**
   
   **At root ball periphery & above root ball surface, construct a round-topped soil berm 4" high x 8" wide around the root ball.**
   
   **Place 3-4" layer of mulch.**
NEW TREE SHALL BE PLANTED MINIMUM 8' FROM EDGE OF HARDSCAPE.

INSTALL COMMERCIAL GRADE ROOT BARRIER ALONG HARDSCAPE SIDE(s); 2' x 20' FOR EACH TREE. SET CENTER AT TREE TRUNK; TOP OF ROOT BARRIER SHALL BE 1" LOWER THAN TOP OF HARDSCAPE.
3. **TREE GUYING & STAKING**

   Secure tree with 1½” webbing with metal grommets; webbing shall be dark green or black color. Do not use hose and wire.

   **DO NOT WRAP TREE.**

   Attach webbing to stakes (2’ x 2’ x 3’ sound oak hardwood) with galvanized wire or webbing.

   Apply sufficient tension to wire to support tree, but do not overtighten.

   **INSTALL 3 STAKES EACH TREE.** Drive stakes in undisturbed soil and space evenly around tree. Expose top of stake 6” to 8” above grade.

   Remove stakes after first full growing year.

**REFERENCES**

1. PMG 17, TREE PROTECTION & REPLACEMENT GUIDELINES
2. PMG 17A, GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR LANDSCAPE WORK AT USF
3. PMG 17B, IRRIGATION & LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES FOR MINOR PROJECTS
4. PMG 17C, MULCH STANDARDS

**CONTRACTOR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT:**

The contractor, undersigned, acknowledge the General Requirements for Landscape Work on USF Campus

Sign ___________________________ Date ___________________________
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